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Abstract 

In this paper we describe the calibration of a photo-

meter designed to measure the cosmic microwave background ra-

diation in the frequency range from 3 to 10 cm 1 . The general 

problem of absolute calibration for such measurements is dis-

cussed. The design of a new experiment which is 

different in most important respects from the Woody-Richards ex-

periment is then presented. A mathematical model of the calibra-

tion procedure is developed which includes an analysis of ways 

in which the procedure can fail to give accurate results. 

I. Introduction 

Accurate measurements of the spectrum of the cosmic microwave 

background (CMB) can provide useful tests of cosmological theories. 

A selection of measurements available at this time is plotted in 
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Fig. 1. The reasons for making this selection have been dis- 

1-3 cussed elsewhere in the literature 	. The data set in Fig. 1 

fits fairly well to a single temperature somewhat below 3.0 K. 

To first approximation the spectrum of the CNB is clearly that of 

a blackbody. The general impression from Fig. 1, however, is 

of a scatter in the high frequency data that is somewhat lar -

ger than would be expected from the given error limits. When 

weighted averages are computed it is found that the data are 

not consistent with a simple blackbody curve 4 . There is an 

excess of radiation indicated near the peak of the blackbody 

curve which occurs at 6 cm 1 . It is important to realize, 

however, that the detailed information which can be extracted 

from such weighted averages is very limited. The accuracy of 

the data may well be strongly affected by undetected systeutic errors. 

The procedures used to set error limits vary from one experi-

menter to another, especially for experiments of different 

types. This subjectivity will influence any weighted average 

of the experimental results. 

The infrared experiment of Woody and Richards 4 produced 

data over a .significant spectral range as is shown in Fig. 2. 

The error limits within this data set are self consistent. 

When these data are tested for agreement with a best-fit black-

body curve, the fit is rather poor. Assuming that the errors 

are statistical, there is only a 0.3 percent chance that the 

data are consistent with a 2.90 K blackbody. The form of the 

deviation from a 2.96 K blackbody curve shown in Fig. 2 is an 

excess of flux at the peak, but a deficit of flux at higher 

4  frequencies. 
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Deviations from the Planck curve are expected at some level, 

and'their observation is of the highest. importance for the re-

finement of cosmological models. Compton scattering of the CNB 

by hot electrons, radiation damping of turbulence,and the anni-

hilation of residual anti-matter are some of the mechanisms 

which could lead to deviations from a blackbody spectrum 5 . The 

net result of these mechanisms is to scatter low-energy photons 

to higher energy and hence to shift the peak in the spectrum to 

higher frequencies. These models do not fit the data as well as 

a simple Planck curve 4 . 

Models of the CMB which do not involve establishing complete 

thermodynamic equilibrium or which utilize frequency-dependent 

emission processes, are relatively unconstrained and can be made 

to fit the observations. Rowan-Robinson, Negroponte and Silk 6  

have carried out calculations using the red-shifted dust features 

from a pre-galactic generation of stars to increase the CMB in 

the 3 to 8 cm 1  frequency range relative to that on either side 

of this range. They obtained a satisfactory fit to at least one 

plausible weighted average of the observations by this theory. 

The fact that a fit can be obtained should not be interpre-

ted as theoretical evidence for the suggested deviation. The 

question of the existence of a deviation must be answered ex-

perimentally. The evidence avai-lable thus far should be regarded 

as suggestive, but not conclusive. Better data are needed. 

II. The New Experiment 

We have designed a new apparatus to measure the spectrum of 

the CMB in the frequency range from 3 to 10 an 1 . This range includes 

4 
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the peak of the measured spectrum and more than 80 percent of 

flux in the CMB. The new experiment is basedon the balloon gon-

dola of Woody and Richards . To avoid the possibility of re-

peating undetected systematic errors in that experiment, however, 

the new experiment has been changed in most important respects. 

Although there is no specific reason to expect that the spec-

troscopy of the Woody-Richards experiment introduced signifi-

cant errors, the Fourier transform spectrometer used by them 

has been replaced by a filter wheel with 5 band-pass filters. 

The fabrication of these filters has been described elsewhere'. 

The measured pass bands are plotted in Fig. 3 and are given in 

Tcible 1. Two of the filter bands lie below the peak of the CMB 

spectrum, one is at the peak and two lie above it. Although the 

change to filter spectroscopy permits us to do a relatively in-

dependent experiment, it introduces several disadvantages. Re-

sonant filters of the type used are subject to leakage of se-

cond order radiation. Stray radiation from hot sources within 

the apparatus is somewhat more likely to be chopped in a filter- 

spectrometer than to be interference modulated in a Fourier 

spectrometer.. Great care has been exercised in the design of the 

new experiment to avoid these difficulties. The ways in which 

out-of-band radiation can prejudice the calibration of the ex- 

perinent, and measurements which can be made to detect its 

presence,are discussed below. 

Emission from the atmosphere is greatly reduced but not eli-

minated by measuring from balloon altitudes. In the Woody-Richards 

experiment, a 512 point spectrum of the atmospheric emission was 

measured and compared with a theoretical calculation based on ex-

perimental parameters and a simple atmospheric model. The fit of 
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the model spectrum to the measured sky spectrum was excellent 

in the frequency range beyond 12 cm where they could be 

accurately compared. Below 12 cm 1  the atmospheric emission 

predicted from the model was a small fraction of the measured 

flux. Therefore, the model spectrum almost certainly provided 

an adequate correction for atmospheric emission in the frequen-

cy range where deviations from the blackbody curve were seen. 

In the new experiment a detailed sky spectrum will not be 

available. The filter bands have been selected so as to minimize 

atmospheric emission. The amount of emission in each filter band 

has been estimated from the model and is shown as a fraction of 

of the CMB in Table 1. The contribution of the atmospheric emission 

to the measurement will be evaluated by measuring the flux in 

each filter band as a function of the angle of the apparatus from 

the zenith. Although this procedure is in principle model inde-

pendent, it has several practical limitations. The antenna pattern 

must be sufficiently narrow and the side-lobe response sufficient-

ly controlled that the measured zenith-angle dependence is not 

contaminated with emission from the balloon or the horizon. If 

the atmospheric emission within the filter pass-band arises only 

from unsaturated lines, then the atmospheric signal will vary as 

the secant of the zenith angle. Since some of the filter bands 

will include effects due to partially saturated lines, the angu-

lar dependence will be somewhat slower. This small effect can only be 

separated out by extremely detailed measurements, or by reliance 

on an atmospheric model. Measurements as a function of zenith 

angle require that the apparatus with its baths of liquid cryogen 

be tipped. The possibility exists of angle dependent changes in 
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the instrumental response. These effects must be checked with 

great care. 

One interesting feature of the Woody-Richards experiment is 

the fact that arbitrarily reducing the overall calibration fac-

tor by 30 percent brings the data into excellent agreement with 

a blackbody curve at the temperature of.  2.77 K given by the 

weighted average of the microwave data 4 . If this change is made, 

then all of the data in Fig. 1 are consistent with a single 

blackbody temperature. Although no reason for such a large error 

in calibration factor has been found, the suspicion has arisen 

that the calibration factor might have been incorrectly measured, 

or that it might have been different in flight from the labora-

tory value 8 . 

For this reason it is very important that great care be taken 

in the calibration of any new infrared measurement of the spec-

trum of the CMB. All successful far infrared experiments to date 

have been calibrated by inserting a low temperature blackbody 

into a cold region of the cryostat in the laboratory before and/ 

or after the flight. For this procedure to be valid, the opera-

ting conditions of the apparatus during the flight must be re-

produced precisely at the time of calibration, or any differences 

must be measured and corrections applied. 

The calibration should be done in flight with as little re-

liance on laboratory measurements as possible. The best procedure 

in principle is to compare the signal from the sky to the signal 

from a low-temperature blackbody calibrator. The ratio of the 

throughputs from the sky and from the calibrator should in prin. 

ciple be unity, or at least accurately known at all important 
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frequencies. At least two calibrator temperatures are required. 

To minimize reliance on system linearity, the calibrator tempe-

ratures should not be too far from the sky temperature. Much 

higher temperatures are useful for tests of high frequency fil-

ter leakage, but are less desirable for absolute calibration. 

The ideal location for the 'calibrator is outside of the appa-

ratus and filling the entire beam. Although a low temperature 

calibrator in this location is possible on rocket or satellite 

experiments, it is very difficult to provide in the balloon 

environment. Radiation from warm objects must be prevented from 

reflecting or scattering from the calibrator surface and entering 

the throughput of the photometer. The ambient pressure air must 

be prevented from freezing on the cold calibrator surface. If a 

window is used for this purpose, then reflections from it cause 

additional problems. 

These considerations ,  have led us to employ a variable tempe-

rature cold calibrator inside of our cryostat. In principle this 

calibrator removes the effects of unwanted signals which arise 

from locations between the calibrator and the detector. We have 

also provided an external ambient temperature (250 K) calibrator 

to fill the input beam of the 	photometer 	Although some 

saturation in detector output is expected with an ambient tempe-

rature calibrator, its effects can be minimized by careful measu-

rements before the flight. This nonlinearity is 

considerably less for this narrow band filter experiment than for 

the broad-band Woody-Richards experiment. Flight measurements of 

this warm external calibrator can Le used to test for changes in 

the system transmission due to frost in the upper portion of the 

optical system. They also provide a very sensitive flight test 
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for filter dgredation which can cause leakage of high frequen-

cy radiation. 

III. Experimental Apparatus 

The liquid helium cooled spectrophotometer used by Woody 

and Richards has been redesigned to include the features dis-

cussed in the preceding section. The new, design is shown in 

Figs. 4 and S. The beam on the sky is defined by a long Win-

ston 9  light concentrator. The beam enters the top-looking 

cryostat through a removable window and an apodizing horn. These 

portions of the apparatus were used previously and are described 

fully elsewhere 4 . Fig. 4 shows the lower portion of the apparatus 

which is enclosed in a copper box that is kept filled with su-

perfluid liquid helium throughout the flight. A combination of 

a shortened Winston concentrator and a lens is used to collimate 

the beam arriving from the sky. This collimated beam is then 

shifted to the left by reflection from two diagonal mirrors. The 

beam is then refocused by a 	lens-and-cone combination onto 

a. glass low-pass filter, a rotating chopper, a filter wheel with 

five band-pass filters and an optical zero, and a 3He-temperature 

composite bolometric detector. The filters 7  and the detector 1°  have 

been described fully elsewhere, The chopper and the filters,along 

with their drive mechanisms, are immersed in superfluid helium 

and are carefully baffled with absorber to minimize the possibi-

lity that radiation from the warm upper parts of the cryostat can 

be chopped and reach the detector. 

A portion of the apparatus including the lens and the first 

diagonal mirror rotates by 1800  around a horizontal axis so that 



the detector can look .either up to the sky as is shown in Figs. 

4 and 5 or down into a reference blackbody. The throughput to 

the calibrator is determined by the lens and a back-to-back 

pair of Winston concentrators. The dimensions of these concen-

trators are matched as closely as possible to the pair of back-

to-back concentrators leading to the sky. The lowest concentra-

tor has been truncated so as to permit the installation of a 

conical black absorbing surface. 

The conical absorber consists of a 3 mm thick layer of Ecco-

sorb CR-i 10 castable iron-filled eroxv inside of a 50 .im thick 

copper cone. The conical absorber is equipped with a heater and 

thermometer and is operated in an evacuated cavity sealed by a 

50 pmmylar polyester window across the larger opening of the 

lower Winston concentrator. The Eccosorb layer is designed to 

provide reasonable absorption at millimeter and sub-millimeter 

wavelengths, while the copper backing insures a well-defined 

temperature. The copper is kept thin so that differential ther-

mal expansion will not break it loose from the epoxy. The tern- 

'4. 

	 perature of the absorbing cone can be varied from 1.7 K to 15 K. 

The calibration system includes two designs of variable 

temperature laboratory calibrator which can be inserted into the 

upper Winston concentrator. The purpose of these laboratory Ca-

librators is to measure any difference in throughput or transmis-

sion between the sky and the internal cold calibrator. 
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The ambient temperature bl.ackbody is made from aluminum 

sheet covered with 1.5 cm of plywood. An oversized spherical 

mirror can be deployed so as to reflect the sky beam into this 

blackbody. When the ambient temperature blackbody is:not used, 

the mirror is stowed inside the blackbody and covered with an 

earthshine shield as is shown in Fig. 5. 

IV. Calibration Model 

In order to discuss the calibration of our photometer 

we consider first a simplified system Consisting of an antenna 

with a throughput limiting aperture, a chopper, a band-pass f ii-

ter, and a detector, all of which are at the temperature T 0 . We 

let t(v) be the frequency dependent transmittance of this system 

when its throughput A(v)Q(v) is filled with radiation from a 

distant source with brightness I 5 (v) such as the room or the sky. 

The power reaching the detector from the sky is then Ac2rI 5 , where 

the frequency depe.ndences have been supressed for simplicity. 

If a fraction t of the throughput arises from the sky, then 

a fraction i-r must arise from inside the apparatus. In our sim-

plified model, the radiation from the apparatus has a Planck 

spectrum B(v,T0) with a single temperature T0 . When viewing the 

sky.with the chopper open we observe a total power in the chopped 

throughput A2 of 

psky( V ) = A2(rI' + (1-t)B(T)]. 	 (1) 

If there is no leakage past the chopper when closed then 

ci. P 	(v) = A2B(T0). 	 (2) 
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In order to calibrate this system we place a nearly black ab-

sorbing surface with temperature T inside the antenna. The effec- 

tive emissivity c(v) of the calibrator can be larger than the 

emissivity of the absorber because of multiple reflections in the 

multimode cavity which is formed by the absorbing surface and the 

antenna. If the losses in the cavity are dominated by the absorber 

at temperature T ,  then the radiation entering the antenna aperture 

will have brightness c(v) 

It cannot be assumed that the antenna matches the sky to the re-

mainder of the apparatus. A small fraction of the radiation leaving 

the apparatus through the antenna will be reflected back by the im- 

pedance discontinuity at the upper edge. This reflection can be 

changed by the insertion of the calibrator. Conseuent1y, the trans-

mittance of the system when viewing the calibrator can be written 

T(V) + tr(v). The power reaching the detector from the calibrator 

is then 

= Ac(r + &r ) B(T). 
	

(3) 

The total power in the throughput Ac2 which reaches the detec-

tor when the chopper is open is 

Pcal(V) = AC(T, , + M)B(T C )+ A(1-c) (T-i-AT)B(T) + 

+ A2(1-r-r)BT 

(4) % 

When the chopper is closed, the power is again given by (2). 

We now define R(v) as the voltage responsivitv of the detector 

system including the effects of synchronous demodulation. The vol-

tage measured when viewing the sky is 
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ssk(v ) = 	 - pCi) = ARr[IS 	- B(T0)]. 	 (5) 

The voltage measured when viewing the calibrator is 

Scal(V) = R(Pca - pCi) 
=A •2R(T+Lt){B(Tc)_B(T)L 	(6) 

The object of the experiment is to obtain I5kY(v) from a measure-

ment of S 1 (v) and one or more measurements of Scal(V). This 

cannot be done unless E(v) and 	(v) are known from independent 

measurements or calculations. In practice, the apparatus is de-

signed so that to sufficient accuracy c(v) = 1 and M(v) = 0. 

Then 

sky
(v) = 

cal [B(T)_B(T0)) 
I   

The single temperature model described here is unfortunately 

too simple to describe the calibration of a practical apparatus 

for measurements of the ClB such as the one shown in Fig. 4. The 

detector is operated at the 3He temperature Td = 0.3 K, which is 

significantly less than T0 . The detector sees itself in reflec-

tion within the throughput A2 both when the chopper is open and 

when it is closed. Also, because parts of the apparatus are warm, 

the possibility of leakage of high temperature radiation must 

be considered. Such leakage can occur around drive shafts for 

chopper, filter wheei5, or mirror rotators. Despite the fact that 

such radiation is heavily filtered, its brightness can be des-

cribed by a Planck function B(v, T 
1  ) times a frequency dependent 

fraction of the effective throughput. 

It is again convenient to think of the various contributions 

to the observed signal as coming from a fraction t of the through- 
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put arising from the sky and a fraction (1-r) arising from the 

apparatus. This latter fraction must be further subdivided into 

a fraction (1-t)f0  arising from those portions of the apparatus 

at the reference temperature T0 , a fraction (lT)fd  from the 

detector at temperature Td,  and (lt)fd  from the leakage at tem-

perature T 1  where fo+fd+f 	1. The power reaching the detector 

when viewing the sky with the chopper open is thus 

psky(v) = A{t I sky 	(8) 

With the chopper closed we have 

pCi = Ac2[g0B(T0)+gB(T)+g1B(T1 )], 	 (9) 

where g0+g+g1  = 1. If we again assume that c(v) = 1 and 

r(v) = 0 then the power observed when viewing the calibrator is 

cal 
P 	(v) = A{ TB ( T c )+ (l_t)(foB(To )+fds(Td)+flB(Tl ))}. 	(10) 

The voltage measured when viewing the sky is now 

sky 
S 	('4 	 + 

+ ((1-t)f1 -g1 ]B(T 1 )}, 	 (11) 

and when viewing the calibrator 

= AR{rB(T)+(( 1 _T) f0-g0 ]B(T0)+( (l-t)f-g]B(T) + 

+ ((1 -T)f1 -91 ]B(T1 )1. 	 (12) 
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The calibration procedure weuse. is to measure S cal () as a 

function of T c and to compute B(v,T)  as a function of T.  A 

plot of Scal(V)  versus B(v,T)  with  T c as a parameter should 

yield a straight line with slope A2RT and intercept (at T = 0) 

of A2R {t (l_r)fQ_g0 ]B(T0)+[(1_T)f_g]B(T)+[(1_r)f 1_g))B(T1 )}, 

which we call the optical zero. Once the slope and intercept 

are known, they can be used in 11) to compute IST(v) from 
sky 

measurements of S(v). In the experiment described in Sec- 

tion III the frequencies are determined by band-pass filters 

with finite bandwidth. For this case each term in (11) and (12) 

should be multiplied by the filter transmittance and integrated 

over frequency. 

V Discussion 

A number of practical considerations which affect calibra-

tion can be discussed with the aid of (11) and (12). Calibration 

requires measurements of Scal 	at two or more temperatures. 

Any changes in either the geometry of the optical system (t, 	 H 

fil or g) or the reference temperatures (T 0 ITdITe ) between the 

measurements of: cal  and sskY will prejudice the calibration. 

These temperatures will typically be different in flight from 

in the laboratory. They may even change during flight as a 

function oftime or angle of the apparatus to the vertical. The 

temperatures T0  and Td  are well defined and the sensitivity of 

the optical zero to changes in these temperatures can be measured 

in the laboratory. Changes in Te  are much more difficult to Ca-

librate so that leakage should be strictly minimized by good 

design. The presence of a large leakage term can be detected by 
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measuring the optical zero and subtracting estimates of the 

other contributions. The most reliable calibration procedure 

is to make two-point calibrations frequently enough during 

the flight that changes are evaluated as they occur. 

Experiments which rely on filters for spectroscopy are 

subject to errors from out-of-band leakage through the filters 

at high frequencies. If such leakage is present, measurements 

of 5sky()  can be contaminated by high frequency atmospheric 

emission. Measurements of cal 	will be contaminated if Ca- 

brator temperatures significantly different from 3 K are used. 

Information about high frequency filter leakage and detector 

saturation can be obtained from the linearity of the plot of 

Scal(V) versus B(v,T)  for high T.  If saturation and leakage 

effects can be controlled, then an ambient temperature external 

calibrator can provide valuable information about the system 

performance. With such a calibrator it is relatively easy to in-

sure that c = 1 and AT = 0. Laboratory comparison with inter-

nal cold calibrators can thus provide information about their 

c and AT. Such a calibrator can be used in flight to test for 

failure modes such as filter degredation or for a reduction in 

overall system response. 

The experimental apparatus described in Section III was 

designed as far as possible so that the calibration equations 

(11) and (12) would be directly applicable. In practice, how-

ever, some compromises were made. The symmetry of the appara-

tus around the axis of the beam switch is broken by the second 

diagonal mirror which deflects the beam down into the detector. 

An analysis of the two light pipe elbows suggests a resulting 

asymmetry of order 5 percent. 

r 
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A test experiment was done with the apparatus at room 

temperature and with an InSb hot electron bolometer detector 

mounted along the horizontal Ieam axis. The outputs from two 

different types of laboratory calibrator in the antenna were 

compared with the output from the variable temperature flight 

calibrator. One of the laboratory calibrators was described pre-

viously by Woody and Richards 4 . Each of the calibrators was 

operated above room temperature. The downward looking beam was 

found to have 0.5 % smaller throughput than the upward looking 

beam independent of which laboratory calibrator was used. This 

result shows that when the second diagonal mirror is removed 

the aparatus is symmetrical to within the mechanical precision 

of the apertures of the Winston concentrators. It also shows, 

in agreement with other estimates, that the emissivities of 

two laboratory calibrators with very different designs were the 

same to an accuracy of better than ipercent. The most likely 

interpretation of this result is that both calibrators are 

black. 

When this experiment was repeated at low temperatures using 

the second diagonal mirror and the flight detector, it was con-

firmed that the two laboratory calibrators are similar, but the 

up-down asymmetry increased to several percent in qualitative 

agreement with the analysis of the elbow. Since this asymme-

try arises from rugged metal parts which cannot change in flight, 

it can be measured in the laboratory. It is a simple matter to 

include a numerical factor in the calibration equations to cor- 

rect for this effect. 

1 
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It is interesting to ask whether a valid experiment could 

be done using a calibrator which is not black, or which is not 

well matched to the apparatus. Equations (11) and (12) can be 

easily generalized to include effects of c < 1 and AT jA 0. 

When this is done, the slope takes the form ARc(r+tt) while 

the optical zero still contains three terms corresponding to 

flux from T0, Td,  and T 1 , but with coefficients which depend 

on 1-c and AT. In order to obtain an absolute calibration from 

cal measurements of S 	(v) using the cold flight calibrator it is 

necessary to evaluate the slope correction factor c(T+r)/r. 

This can be done in the laboratory if the output of the cold 

calibrator can be compared with a truly black laboratory cali-

brator. The effect is indistinguishable from an up-down beam 

asymmetry. The corresponding correction to the optical zero is 

more difficult to determine in principle since it depends on. 

the three temperatures T0, Td,  and T1 . If the experiment is de-

signed so that the term in T 0  is much larger than the others, 

then a correction factor with a single temperature dependence 

could be measured in the laboratory and applied to the flight 

data. It is far better to avoid these complications by using a 

black 	flight calibrator. 
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TABLE 1 

Center of 
	

Expected atmospheric signal 

filter band 	 as a fraction of the flux 

from a 3 K blackbody 

3cm 

-1 
5 cm 

-1 7cm 

-1 9cm 

- lOan 1  

0.05 

0.01 

0.01 

0.55 

0.71 
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